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Welcome to the Bury St Edmunds Model Railway
Club Annual Exhibition in this, our 70th Year.

In 1949 the Club was initially housed in premises on Mildenhall Road,
Bury St Edmunds before moving to its current location. During that time
membership has risen and fallen over time but we are fortunate in that our
current Membership is reasonably healthy and standing at over 45.
Some of the skills we have in the club can be seen in the “Cobbolds Wharf”
S7 layout on display here today. This is still “work in progress and is being
built to the highest standards in an exacting scale S7.
Changes made in the production of locomotives and rolling stock over the
years has seen vast improvements in the items we are able to buy.
Technology has also made major inroads into the hobby.
For this 70th Anniversary Exhibition our Exhibition Manager Chris Day
has brought together a wide selection of layouts and traders for your
enjoyment and to help lighten your pockets.

Enjoy!
Tony Croft
Chairman

Bury St Edmunds MRC.

Notes from the Exhibition Manager
Welcome to the 2019 Bury St Edmunds Model Railway Club
Exhibition. This is a very special exhibition as it celebrates the 70th
Anniversary of the founding of the Club way back in 1949, not long after
the end of the last war. My how time flies, not that many of us were around
to see just what 1949 was really like! The Model Railway Club has drawn
together a varied and exciting exhibition demonstrating the quality that
abounds both in the Club and the hobby and brings together exhibits in
many scales and styles along with the quality traders who support us so
well year after year. We have been fortunate enough to gain sponsorship
from Great Eastern Models once more this year and we are exceedingly
grateful to their team for backing us and attending once more in force!
Please look at both the exhibits and traders - they all have something to
offer whether you are an interested visitor or ardent modeller and
remember that they are here in their own time to help, support and
entertain us in whatever way they can!
As is normal Bury St Edmunds Model Railway Club likes to put something
back into the local community and you will see both SARS and EAAA
charity stalls on your way in. Please do recognise them and donate
generously: the reason we select local charities is because it is normally
local residents who stand to benefit most.
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❤ 1) SUFFOLK ACCIDENT RESCUE SERVICE (SARS) - Charity
▲ 2) DAVE KING MODELS - Pre-Loved Trader
▲ 3) MAKE YOUR MARK MODELS - Manufacturer/Retailer
❤ 4) EAST ANGLIAN AIR AMBULANCE - Charity
◼ 5) CRICKEY - ITS A SHED - Tramway Layout
✶ 6) BURY ST EDMUNDS MRC - Club Stand
◼ 7) LONGFRAMLINGTON - N Scale Layout ©1960
▲ 8) KEITHS MODEL RAILWAYS - Pre-Loved Trader
◼ 9) AMBLETON VALE - N Gauge Branch Layout ©1960's
◼ 10) PASSAGE LANE TMD - 00 Gauge Modern Image Layout
◼ 11) TEMPLEFIELD - 00 Gauge Layout ©1970's
◼ 12) COPSEY - 00 Gauge Layout ©2010
▲ 13) CAVALEX MODELS - Manufacturer/Retailer
▲ 14) JUSTINCASE - Transit Case Retailer
▲ 15) TRAIN TECH - Modelling Technology Manufacturer/Retailer
▲ 16) LASER CUT MODELS - Laser Kit Manufacturer/Retailer
◼ 17) HARTENBURG - German Tramway Layout ©1930's
▲ 18) COASTAL DCC - DCC Retailer/Specialist
▲ 19) SCOGRAIL - HO/Continental Retailer
◼ 20) RUFFLES ROAD - 00 Gauge Layout ©1990
▲ 21) ORWELL MODEL RAILWAYS - Retailer All Scales
◼ 22) SIGNA DALE - 009 Narrow Gauge Layout
▲ 23) GREAT EASTERN MODELS - Retailer All Scales ✶PROGRAMME SPONSOR✶
▲ 24) MODEL SCENERY SUPPLIES - Scenic Supplies for Layouts
▲ 25) SQUIRES TOOLS - Tools/Modelling Factors
▲ 26) P & D MARSH - N and 00 Gauge Scenics and Associated Items
◼ 27) COBBOLDS WHARF - S7 Gauge Dock Layout ©1950's
◼ 28) SUTHERLAND - N Gauge USA Layout
▲ 29) LAYOUTS4U - Lighting and Accessories - All Scales
◼ 30) ORFORD - 00 Gauge Layout ©Late 1950's
◼ 31) WATTISHAM & COOMBS - N Gauge Layout ©1990's
◼ 32) BRACKENBURY WORKS - 00 Gauge Shunting Layout
◼ 33) THUNDER MOUNTAIN - N Gauge USA Layout ©1950's
◼ 34) OAK LANE TMD - 00 Gauge Depot ©Early 2000's
◼ 35) FENWICK TMD - 00 Gauge Depot Modern Image
◼ 36) CORONADO SHORTLINE - 0 Gauge and Narrow Gauge USA ©1950's
◼ 37) BISHOPS LANE BREWERY - 0 Gauge Industrial Shunting Layout ©1955
◼ 38) COLDFAIR GREEN - 4mm Finescale Layout
◼ 39) BEAL STREET DEPOT - 00 Gauge Modern Image Layout
◼ 40) TOWNSEND - N Gauge Layout ©1960
▲ 41) BOB PEARMAN BOOKS - Railway Book Trader New and Pre-Loved
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ENTRANCE HALL
♥1) SUFFOLK ACCIDENT RESCUE SERVICE

SARS as they are better known offer an emergency service often more
swiftly to the scene of an incident than the other emergency services.
Many of the emergency vehicles have staff trained to a higher medical

standard than the normal emergency services, so can, in many
instances, carry out procedures and provide some medical services that

are not available from ambulance staff.

▲2) DAVE KING MODELS Pre-loved Trader
Ian Harper/Dave King

Sales of all gauges of pre loved railway rolling stock available from a
good regular trader who normally has little gems every year at our
shows. Take a look: there may be just what you are looking for!

▲3) MAKE YOUR MARK MODELS Manufacturer/Retailer
Mark Sapsford

Mark is a regular trader at our shows with his very finely engineered
and prepared resin based departmental items as well as many detailing

and scenic specialities.

♥4) EAST ANGLIAN AIR AMBULANCE
EAAA need little introduction. Funding and authorisation is now being
made to offer a 24/7 service rather than a "daylight" hours service. This
means more staff, both medical and flight crews, and greater training to

permit night services. Without our money it cannot happen.

■5) CRICKEY - ITS A SHED Tramway
Peter Boyt

Presented by ex BSE MRC Chairman Peter Boyt, this fictitious tramway
has a 5 road shed with hand made working traverser: a Faller Helter

skelter and roundabout. Peter has a very interesting and varied
collection of more than 60 working trams - see which ones he has

brought along today.

✶6) BURY ST EDMUNDS MRC Club Stand
BSE MRC Members

Offering preloved items from Members stock, test facilities for that
which you may have bought and all manner of other items of relevant
impedimenta! Pop along and see what we have available for a small

amount of your cash!
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MAIN HALL
■7) LONGFRAMLINGTON N Gauge Layout ©1960

Richard Hall
Set in ex "North British" territory this finescale N gauge layout is

inspired by the beautiful Wansbeck Valley in the Border Counties of
Northern England. You will see the very interesting transition period

demonstrated, from classic steam operation to early diesels with rolling
stock and buildings built and operated to the correct period and at the
correct speed. Many items are kit built or modified from production

items as appropriate. DC controlled.

▲8) KEITHS MODEL RAILWAYS Pre-loved Trader
Keith Hadley

Keith and his team have been regular traders at the BSE MRC shows
over the years and always bring a good variety of pre loved model

railway rolling stock in many gauges at very reasonable prices. Wide
stocks of stock and other interesting items are always to hand.

■9) AMBLETON VALE N Gauge 1960's Branch Layout
Anna Bass & Ray Taylor

Delightful rural branch with racecourse and market town. Typical
"Newmarket" type features with racehorse and animals being

transported by rail and market day too with the early days of commuting
providing further traffic.

■10) PASSAGE LANE TMD 00 Gauge Modern Image Layout
Rob Potter/Charlotte Sanderson

Based on a 20th century depot in eastern England you will see a mixture
of locomotive operators: varied liveries and services. DRS traction will be

seen in their extended maintenance area with a Network Rail
permanent way facility and virtual quarry. Most modern traction can be

seen here moving into and out of the depot maintenance areas.

■11) TEMPLEFIELD 00 Gauge Layout ©1970
David Fisher

Established as a fictitious layout in former GWR west London and
inspired by the West Drayton - Uxbridge Vine St branch. The period is
c1970 and there is still a small but frequent passenger service bolstered
by a fuel depot in the former coal yard. Parcels and newspaper services
are still operated. Buildings in the limited space are predominantly

scratch built.

■12) COPSEY 00 Scale Layout ©2010
Kelvin Barnes

Built and exhibited by one of the region's most prolific and professional
modellers this modern image layout demonstrates what can be done on a
modest budget and using former Lima locos (class 47's) which have been
super detailed and sensibly "run in". The busy scenes here are at a small

terminus with passenger, parcels and some freight operation.
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▲13) CAVALEX MODELS Manufacturer and Retailer
Alex Perkins

BSE MRC are very pleased to welcome to our show this new but
exceedingly professional model manufacturer. The quality of the rolling
stock produced is exemplary and well worth good examination. From
early beginnings with the four wheeled aggregate wagon through the
larger steel carrier to the 100t bogie tank the basis of the business has
established itself and the latest project is the class 91 and full rakes of
rolling stock. Watch this space and talk to Alex about their future plans

and products.

▲14) JUSTINCASE New Transit Cases
BSE MRC Member Paul Austin

BSE MRC Member and former exhibition manager Paul is here with a
wide array of transit cases some with custom interiors to ensure the safe
transit of your treasured items. Subject to availability Paul often has
quality pre loved items sometimes from his own collection to sell too!

▲15) TRAIN TECH Modelling Technology
David Palmer

Modern technology made easy for both traditional analogue and DCC.
Signals sounds, operating controls and much, much, more. Past winners
of Model Railway innovation and many other awards, the products of
this supplier are used by BSE MRC and its Members. Superb web site

with on line catalogue. Talk to David and Tammy for professional
guidance.

▲16) LASER CUT MODELS Laser Kit Manufacturer
David Preston

Take a look at Stand 27 Cobbolds Wharf and you will see what can be
done with some of David's products. Kits are available in 7mm & 4mm
and are readily assembled and ready for painting and final detail. The
finished product gives a very realistic appearance which will enhance

any layout.

■17) HARTENBURG German Tramway ©1930
Kevin & Chris Hart

We are delighted to welcome from Felixstowe N Gauge group this new
layout which is rather different from the norm. Set in a small German

pre war town square tram and branch line intersection, there are 2 tram
loops: a Faller road system to move lorries and buses, 40+ buildings, and

up to 300 people. Rolling stock is DRG period trams and branch line
stock which will navigate the streets and all the obstructions that can
occur. Look at the cameos on the old town wall and all the associated
scenarios of the town scene. There is much to admire and much to see

reflecting all the planning and effort required to deliver such a spectacle.
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39th Model Railway Exhibition

Saturday 5th October 2019
St Peter’s Church, Sudbury

www.sudburymrc.org.uk
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ADM TURNTABLES
INDEXING DRIVE SYSTEMMANUFACTURERS

www.admturntables.co.uk

The ultimate lndexingTurntable for
00 and N Gauge;plusDrive
Systems for other gauge sizes
• N &00 gau a e -b a s ed on a

popular turntab le
• S ing le or Mul t ip le Use
• Un ique Be l t D r i ven So lu t i on
• QuietRunnina: System

B r i dge L l v eTh rough ]60 °

Up to I 00 I ndexab l e
Pos i t ions

• Su i t ab l e f o r DCC o r
Ana l ogue

• DCC cont ro l l ab le
• S imp le to use Cont ro l l e r

E a s y t o P r o g r amme
Ful lTwo L ine Dig i ta l D isp lay
Fu l l yAssemb led & Tes ted
Easy to Ins t a l l and Ope ra t e Designed and built in the UK

ADMTu r n t a b l e s T e l : 0 1933 411127 Mob i l e 07770 977867
Email: alastair@admturntables.co.uk Website:www.admturntables.co.uk
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▲18) COASTAL DCC DCC Retailer/Specialist
Kevin Dickerson

Based at the Ipswich Model Railway Centre Kevin is our local "go to"
DCC specialist, retailer and general font of knowledge. Widely

experienced in all matters to do with DCC control: systems: conversions:
installation and fault rectification. Retails most manufacturers of DCC
products from ESU to Bachmann and Hornby. Competitive rates for all
DCC services including supply and fitting of DCC control and sound

chips.

▲19) SCOGRAIL HO/Continental Retailer
Neil Scoggins

Another of the Ipswich Model Railway Centre Group - Neil stocks and
supplies a full range of HO rolling stock and accessories from most main
manufacturers. Very competitive and professional in his sales - if you
need HO then you will either get it here or Neil will get it for you.

■20) RUFFLES ROAD 00 Gauge Layout ©1990
Simon Veasey

London urban railway with all aspects of freight, passenger and
parcels operating. Adjacent to a busy junction and associated goods yard
the DCC sound operation will be heard so the varied tones of class 20,

37, 47 and 56 types can be identified.

▲21) ORWELL MODEL RAILWAYS Retail Outlet for all Scales
Brett Elliott

The third of the Ipswich Model Railway Centre Group, Orwell Model
Railways is the major outlet for Suffolk and North Essex. With a vast

array of knowledge and skills as well as the ability to get those bits and
pieces that you need, whatever the scale you operate from Z scale to
Garden Railways, Orwell can be relied upon to support the hobby in

every way. Suppliers of accessories, spares and many new and preloved
items, talk to Brett and use your local shop ensuring that they are there

when you want them.

■22) SIGNA DALE 009 Narrow Gauge Layout
Peter Rednall

BSE MRC welcomes the customary support from Sudbury MRC and its
Members today bringing the delightful Signa Dale to the show. Based in
a small town in the Peak District this narrow gauge railway represents
the 1950's when trains continued to serve the isolated farms and villages

against the rising tide of road transport. The local limestone quarry
provides a flow of minerals which is supplemented by the output of the
local creamery. The inspiration for this layout is the now sadly closed
Leak & Manifold Valley Railway. The station building on Signa Vale is
adapted from the surviving building at the former LMVR station Hulme

End.
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▲23) GREAT EASTERN MODELS Model Railway Retailer of All Scales
Anne Martin

We welcome once again our programme sponsor and generous
supporters from Great Eastern Model Railways. Being the prime

supplier to N Suffolk and Norfolk we always know that Great Eastern
will have with them pretty much everything required in N, & 00 and the
ability to procure and supply those difficult bits and pieces too. Suppliers
of new and pre owned items from all the main manufacturers as well as
keeping the hobby well aware of what is going on via social media, Anne

and her team stamp their personality on what they do.

36 Elwyndene Road, March, Cambs PE15 9BL
Tel: 01354 652302
www.layouts4u.net

Extensive range of lighting,
scenery and illuminated effects
in N Scale, OO Scale & O Scale.

Coach Lighting, Streetlights, Yard
Lights, Platform Lights, Signals,
Belishas, Traffic Lights, Building
Lights, LEDs, Wire, Switches and
numerous other accessories.
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▲24) MODEL SCENERY SUPPLIES Scenics and Baseboards
Paul & Debbie Smith

The one stop shop supplying hundreds of items that you need to build
realistic terrains and landscapes We are constantly adding to our stock

and can supply difficult to obtain and highly detailed scale model
products and scenery from manufacturers including Metcalfe,

Knightwing, Busch, Noch, Faller, MP Scenery and Preiser plus many
many more. In addition, we specialise in making and supplying

baseboards made to any size.

GYMNASIUM HALL
▲25) SQUIRES TOOLS Tools/Modelling Factors

Oliver Lewis
Now probably the largest specialist tool and general factor trader to the
hobby. On this large and well supplied trade stand you will find pretty
much everything you need to support your work. Paints, hand tools,
power tools, scenics, electronic components and much, much more.

▲26) P&D MARSH N & 00 Scenic & Associated Items
Paul Marsh

This excellent model trader has almost 30 years experience in producing
model railway accessories. All the products are manufactured in their
own workshop in the UK. Most are made from whitemetal (a tin/lead
alloy). Hints and tips can be found on the website or by asking! The

range has more than 750 models in N and OO including kits for you to
make and paint yourself and a growing number that are hand painted

and ready for immediate use.

■27) COBBOLDS WHARF S7 Gauge Dock Layout ©1950’s
BSE MRC Members/Frank Wright

Bury St. Edmunds MRC are very proud to present their second showing
of this S7 scale layout representing an area of Ipswich docks in the

1950's. For those of you who saw this 12 months ago you will notice the
development and progress made. This representation is as accurate as
we can make it at this time of the dock area in 1955, with some of the
buildings having been replicated by taking accurate details of existing
remaining properties: others have been scaled from photos of the period
whilst just a few are "freelance" because the building which we believe

was present cannot be traced or plans obtained. Unlike most other
exhibits this layout and almost all of the rolling stock are hand built
from kits or by modifying to correct errors of proprietary items. Yes,

even the track is handmade as are all the points with the digital control
system having been built by one of the exhibitors today. Please feel free
to ask all the questions that you like but please don't touch - there are

many, many hours of work involved and its very quick to break and very
slow to repair - we know!
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■28) SUTHERLAND N Gauge Layout USA
Felixstowe Area Group N Gauge Society

Another excellent supporting layout from the Felixstowe N Gauge
Group. This time we have been provided with a fictitious layout from the
area SW of Kansas City, USA. Union Pacific own the track but Santa Fe

also have running rights. You will see all trains running to normal
operating lengths: Santa Fe "El Capital is 12 cars with 4 "F" units on the
head end. Freights are equivalent length hauled by large steam locos of
the period including the massive 4-8-8-4 "Big Boy" and the 4-8-4 FEF-3.
The main line is DC controlled whilst the branch and industrial area are

normally DCC with some locos which can be dual mode equipped. A
superb layout which is a little bit different from the norm.

▲29) LAYOUTS4U Lighting/Accessories for all Scales
Bob & Sue Carter

Extensive range of lights in OO, O and N Gauge, including working
streetlights, yard lamps, signals and building lights. Also available are
rolling stock lights most electrical parts and many unusual illuminated
accessories. We also make hand-make scenery items and much more.
Come and see what we have and we will be pleased to discuss your

needs.

■30) ORFORD 00 Gauge Layout ©Late 1950's
Paul Clarke

Orford is an attractive Suffolk fishing village just south of Aldeburgh. A
two minute ferry ride across the harbour takes you to Orfordness which
from WW1 carried out weapons testing of various kinds and became the
home of Atomic Weapons Research Establishment. The village never had
a railway connection but there used to be a goods line branching off the
East Suffolk Line north of Wickham Market which ran down to serve the
maltings at Snape and then on to Orford passing Sudbourne. Set in the
1950's the station building is based on that at Thaxted Essex while the
mill is a suitably scaled down version of the one that stood at Kenton on
the Mid Suffolk railway. The overbridge is based on the one at Stoke by

Clare on the Long Melford - Haverhill line.

■31) WATTISHAM & COOMBS N Scale Layout ©1990's
Mike Chester

Built and exhibited by a past Member of BSE MRC this layout is
designed to represent various features with a general flavour of Suffolk
and named after villages where the owner has lived basically because

they didn't have railways and therefore it is not possible to construe the
layout to be anywhere specific. However the structures and landscapes

do reflect exact structures with a sugar beet factory: grain store
(Haughley): station (flavour of Ipswich) bridge scenic (Manningtree)

reflecting the modellers skills and ability.
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■32) BRACKENBURY WORKS 00 Gauge Industrial Shunting Layout
Jude Hayward-Brackenbury

Please take time to look and observe all aspects of this layout. It has,
with some assistance, been designed, built and is being operated by a10
year old enthusiastic modeller. It shows what can be done with care and
guidance! Built in two sections using Peco code 75 track, tortoise points,
and using Spratt & Winkle couplings it is designed to demonstrate not
only construction skills but operational skills too. Using DCC control it
includes a small cassette fiddle yard with power supplied to the rear:

operation being from the front.

■33) THUNDER MOUNTAIN N Gauge Layout USA ©1950's
Brian Willcocks

Brian's third USA layout and by far the best! Based in Montana,
Thunder Mountain is called so because of the many passing storms. This
is cleverly reflected in the audio that goes with the layout! The trains

reflect the gradients, either shorter or with multiple head end power and
the sound with the weather make a very interesting scenario. The

branch leads to an old mine: now used primarily for leisure. Look for the
working accessories and the detail in the various cameo scenes.

■34) OAK LANE TMD 00 Gauge Depot ©Early 2000's
Greg Marshall

Small modern traction depot with intricate track layout which permits
ease of movement for rolling stock and permanent way machines and

allows optimum spectator enjoyment. Lenz DCC controlled with working
signals and lights

■35) FENWICK TMD 00 Gauge Modern Image Depot
Dan Lawrence

Breaking all the house rules we have invited Fenwick TMD back to our
show because of the number of people who wanted to see it again given
the changes that happen from year to year. DCC operated and with full
sound and compressive lighting you will see traction with the most up to

date liveries which have been sprayed and detailed from proprietary
base units: track machines which have been scratch built because

manufacturers do not make them and details within the layout which
can only be designed and prepared by the nature of the knowledge of the

builder.
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■36) CORONADO SHORTLINE O Gauge & Narrow Gauge USA ©1960's
David Fennell

Yet another contribution from a BSE MRC Member! This very different
layout was about to be retired by its owner but was felt far too good to go
without a fight - hence we have it here and operating for us for maybe
the last time. Typical USA railroad activities ©1960 with all its cars,
trucks and properties of the period seen in an area which combines a

USA secondary route operation with both steam and diesel traction with
the mining activities of Coronado Consolidated Mining. Main line stock

is seen running alongside the mine stock for both passengers and
minerals / freight. Take a look at the detail: the period pieces and the

skill with which it has all been combined.

■37) BISHOPS LANE BREWERY 0 Gauge Industrial Layout ©1955
Colin French

Colin is a regular exhibitor at our shows and as he is a prolific builder of
"interesting" layouts always generates something different. He has again

this time! This is a shunting puzzle layout!
To start the wagons are positioned at three points

A) against the main line buffer stop:
B) in front of "C":
C) at the entrance to the Brewery on the front siding

A dice is thrown and the number which comes up determines the two
wagons to be replaced by the arrivals on the main line. Only three

wagons are allowed on each of the two sidings - there are six
permutations but it does require two locos to shunt!

■38) COLDFAIR GREEN 4mm Finescale
Scale 4 Society Norfolk/Suffolk Group

Although entirely fictitious, the layout is based in East Anglia between
1920 - 1960 and is a typical country terminal station serving a large

village. Both passengers, coal and goods traffic are catered for, with the
addition of a private mill siding. All structures are hand built from card
or plasticard and represent East Anglian architecture. The detail of this
finescale layout from rolling stock to simple things like the cloches and
gardens are simply amazing. One of the design and build objectives was
to build a portable layout small enough to be used in the average house
but also to be able to be transported by car with the minimum of fuss so

that group members can share the layout.

CAFETERIA
■39) BEAL STREET DEPOT 00 Gauge Modern Image Layout

Ray Pond
Modern image layout with DCC sound control system using Peco code 75
track. The design is based loosely on the current Leicester diesel depot
where light and heavy maintenance is carried out. With a similar track
plan and fuelling point the restrictions of the prototype are accurately

reflected and convoluted shunting is required.
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■40) TOWNSEND N Gauge Layout ©1960
Bishops Stortford MRS

Townsend is inspired by the South Devon Scenery of Dawlish &
Teignmouth on the former GWR route to the west country. Buildings
and structures are a mixture of kit built, scratch built and 3D printed

items. The layout has been amended over a period of time with
additional scenics and track work to what you see now. You will see

mainly GWR and early BR stock. Occasional former SR stock to be seen
having come via Okehampton giving crews route refreshers and route

learning ready for its closure.

▲41) BOB PEARMAN BOOKS
Bob Pearman

Book retailer who has graced us with his presence over 10 years of
exhibiting. Bob either has or can obtain most books on the subject of

railways and if distracted can get them on many other subjects too. Just
ask, Bob is a font of knowledge on books and railways too.

Coastal
DCC

DCC by Modellers for Modellers

Coastal DCC
+44 (0) 1473 710946
www.coastaldcc.co.uk
enquiries@coastaldcc.co.uk

Stockists of
Bachrus, Circuitron, Tam Valley,
CML Electronic, DCC Specialties,
Digitrax, ESU, Express Models,
Gaugemaster, LDT, CT Elektronik,
Lenz, New Rail Models, Roco,
RR-Cirkits, Sprog DCC, Team
Digital, TCS, NCE, Zimo.
Plus Many More!

Friendly advice,
support and

installation services

Ipswich Model Railway Centre,
Unit 2, 48-52 Tomline Road
Ipswich IP3 8DB.
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BURY ST EDMUNDS MODEL
RAILWAY CLUB

2020 EXHIBITION
Make a date for next year's exhibi�on
when we will have more great layouts
for your entertainment and lots of
traders for you to spend your money

with.

Our programme of events has fixed
the date for

SATURDAY 26th SEPTEMBER 2020

at this venue so keep in touch with
www.burystedmundsmrc.com

for updates and informa�on
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FORTHCOM ING SA L E S

Toy and Collectors Models

Sales include Live Steam and Sundry Related Items,
All Gauges of Model Railway & Railwayana, Diecast Models Incl.

Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox,Tinplate andTriang, Juvenalia, Britains & Plastic Kits etc.

150 Y E A R S est . 1869

Chartered Surveyors
Land & Estate Agents
Auctioneers & Valuers

Bury St Edmunds 01284 748600
www.lsk.co.uk

Strongfoundations. Excitingfuture

Enquiries: Oliver Leggett
oleggett@lsk.co.uk or 01284 748623

Saturday, 16th November 2019




